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Aalberts integrated piping systems 

don’t just buy 
products, 
buy solutions.
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For more information about Aalberts integrated piping systems, go to www.aalberts-ips.eu

Aalberts integrated piping systems

we are Aalberts integrated piping systems

Aalberts integrated piping systems engineers the most 
advanced integrated piping systems for the distribution and 
control of liquids and gases for key verticals, like industrial, 
utilities, commercial and residential. We offer fully integrated 
piping systems in valve, connection, fastening and piping 
technology. We work hand-in-hand with our customers to 
create the perfect integrated piping system, that meets their 
requirements. Our piping systems are easy to specify, install, 
control and maintain, saving important preparation and 
installation time. We meet the highest quality and industry 
standards needed in the selected verticals. We are the only 
business that truly offers its customers a single sourced and 
complete integrated piping solution, each and every time. 
Don’t just buy products, buy solutions.

our mission
With our integrated piping systems, supported by the unique 
Aips Digital Design Service, we ensure that you will always 
get the best and easiest solution for the installation of an 
integrated piping system. From the moment that your plan is 
being sketched out on the digital drawing board, you can get 
advice on complete and tailored solutions. With the Aips Revit 
Plug-in you have digital access to the complete product offering 
within Aalberts integrated piping systems. This information 
is always accessible and up to date, allowing the design of an 
optimal and economically attractive installation that will meet 
all your demands. So whether the task is project conception, 
installation, or on-going maintenance, we are the company 
that truly delivers a complete system and service offering. Our 
know-how, our can-do attitude, and our relentless innovation 
come as standard. We will sweat the small stuff in our quest to 
find the perfect solutions, even if we have to invent them.
This is how we deliver excellence.

our way or working  
We operate from various regions around the globe: America, 
United Kingdom, Middle East, Asia Pacific and Europe. As we 
have multiple locations in many countries, we are always close 
to our customers. More than 3500 mission critical employees 
are persistent to offer the best integrated piping system. They 
work on our products, solutions and services every day. No 
matter how big the opportunity is, when we say we’ve got this, 
we won't let go until there is nothing left to learn. We improve 
ourselves by exchanging knowledge and experience to stay 
ahead of our competitors.
Good is never good enough.

With our sustainable spirit we contribute to circularity every 
single day. This belief is strongly linked to the way we do 
business. Rethink, reduce and recycle. We are entrepreneurial 
and take ownership in everything we do. We are convinced 
that self-development and diversity is essential. 
The Aalberts way, winning with people.

the strength of Aalberts  
integrated piping systems

• the perfect solution for every project

• smart, fast and efficient installation

•  valuable advice from the drawing board to delivery

• a very wide product range
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Aalberts integrated piping systems

Aalberts integrated piping 
systems connect:  
our systems are easy to 
combine with each other

Aalberts integrated piping systems is the combination of different companies with a strong 

legacy in their markets. The individual brands are well-known and each represents a long 

history. Together they offer the best integrated piping system for now and in the future. 

Connection technology

VSH
VSH has been supplying quality products for 90 years and delivers 
piping systems and fittings throughout the world. In the 1970’s VSH 
brought the well-known VSH Super compression fitting on the market 
which is still a best-seller, followed by the VSH XPress pressfitting, a 
technology that makes it possible to realize a connection even faster 
and more reliable.

Shurjoint
The history of Shurjoint dates back to 1974, when the founders 
produced their first grooved couplings. These first couplings were 
produced from malleable iron, the casting material of choice at this 
time. Shurjoint is recognized as a world leader in the design and 
manufacture of mechanical piping components.

Valve technology

Pegler
Pegler is well known and respected as being 
one of the leading manufacturers of advanced 
plumbing, heating and engineering products 
in the world. It’s a reputation earned through 
a total dedication to quality, innovation and 
customer service, which has been the hallmark 
of the company since the establishment in the 
1890’s. Today Pegler is one of the key players 
in the valve industry, bringing a continues 
flow of new products to the market, like the 
ProFlow. The ProFlow delivers an exceptional 
performance and accuracy throughout the 
entire range.

material carbon steel
suitable for thick-walled steel
connection press / DW-profile 
dimensions  ½” - 2” (DN15 – DN50)

VSH PowerPress®

material ductile iron / stainless steel
suitable for  thick-walled steel / stainless steel / 

HDPE 
connection groove
dimensions  ½” - 104” (DN15 – DN2600)

VSH Shurjoint



Aalberts integrated piping systems

Aalberts integrated  
piping systems range

We offer a series of product ranges that:

• connect seamlessly

• are available in dimensions from 6 mm up to 104" (DN2600)

•  can be used for thick-walled pipe and thin-walled metal or plastic tube

• have press, compression, groove and push connections

• can be expanded with valves and accessories 

• are BIM ready

material  brass
suitable for  copper pipe / multi layer pipe  

(for push connections)
connection push / threaded / compression
dimensions  8 - 15 mm

Pegler Terrier

material  brass / brass (DZR) / cast iron / copper 
stainless steel / bronze 

suitable for  range of pipe depending on the 
connection tech used

connection  threaded / push / press / flanged / 
compression / lugged / wafer

dimensions  DN15 – DN600

Pegler Valve

material  PPSU / brass
suitable for multilayer tube
connection  press / U & TH profile
dimensions  14 – 63 mm (DN10 – DN50)

VSH MultiPress

material  brass / stainless steel / copper
suitable for  thin-walled stainless steel / copper 
connection  push
dimensions  10 – 54 mm (DN8 – DN50)

VSH Tectite

material brass / ductile iron
suitable for  steel / stainless steel / copper
connection thread / press / flange
dimensions DN15 – DN600

Pegler ProFlow

material  carbon steel / stainless steel /  copper 
/ cunifer

suitable for   thin-walled steel / carbon steel / 
stainless steel / copper / cunifer 

connection press / M-profile
dimensions  12 – 108 mm (DN10 – DN100)

VSH XPress
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Pegler ResiFlow 

The Pegler Valve portfolio offers a comprehensive range of 
solutions suitable for commercial and residential applications. 
Pegler Valves are manufactured in Doncaster UK utilising 
the latest manufacturing techniques and materials including 
hygienic copper alloys. 

Our end-to-end process provides continuity of British 
manufacturing, ensuring the highest level of reliability and 
quality. All elements of the valve manufacturing process 
from design through to expert production ensures accuracy, 
flexibility and system efficiency essential to all building 
applications. 

prefabricated utility array
The Pegler ResiFlow valve is a unique prefabricated utility array 
with a direct function of providing potable water supply into 
multi occupancy high rise dwellings. The primary function is 
to maintain system operating requirements whilst allowing a 
single point for maintenance by providing isolation, pressure 
reduction, access to gauge and meter visibility. Maintenance 
protection is also provided by accessible built in check valves, 
strainers and drain points for complete assurance.

advantages of the Pegler ResiFlow valve 
system RES1

•  available in ¾” BSPF and 1” BSPF threaded connections

•  isolation valve with extended quarter turn T- handle 

•  individual pressure gauges for measuring inlet and outlet for  

    clear and obvious readings

•  built in PRV cartridge with an integral strainer operating  

    between 1.5 bar and 6 bar 

•  capped water meter connection 

•  direct fitting concentric style Class D water meter

•  custom moulded EPP insulation (BS EN 13501-1)

•  max temperature rating of 80⁰ C 

•  pressure rated to PN16 

•  Hygienic copper alloy CW511 and CC768S

•  WRAS and UK Reg4 approved

8
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prefabricated utility array advanced
The Pegler ResiFlow RES2 is an advanced prefabricated utility 
array that provides greater advantages to practicality and 
maintenance, this includes an additional isolation valve with 
built in drain point to manage any secondary system lag and 
also act as a treatment fill point for individual properties. The 
central unit can also be removed for any routine inspection or 
maintenance and provides easy access and serviceability to  
the check valve as required by Water Regulations in accordance 
with BS EN 806; The Water Supply (Water Fittings) Regulations 
1999.

advantages of the Pegler ResiFlow valve 
system RES2

•  available in ¾” BSPF and 1” BSPF threaded connections

•  isolation valve with extended quarter turn T- handle 

•  individual pressure gauges for measuring inlet and outlet for  

    clear and obvious readings

•  built in PRV cartridge with an integral strainer operating  

    between 1.5 bar and 6 bar 

•  capped water meter connection 

•  direct fitting concentric style Class D water meter

•  accessible check valve in accordance to Water regulations 

•  dual isolation valves for ease of maintenance

•  built in drain point on outlet isolation valve

•  custom moulded EPP insulation (BS EN 13501-1)

•  max temperature rating of 80⁰ C 

•  pressure rated to PN16 

•  Hygienic copper alloy CW511 and CC768S

•  WRAS and UK Reg4 approved



potable applications
branched potable water system
The Pegler ResiFlow valve can be installed 
in branches of a potable water system with 
connections to the apartment water outlets and  
can be easily isolated from the primary system. 

The varied pressures within the potable risers 
requires controlled management for performance 
within individual apartments. The Pegler ResiFlow 
built in pressure reducing valve ensures pressure is 
maintained to the required reduced level.

In addition, the system application also requires a 
double check valve to prevent any back flow from 
the apartment. With RES2 this is conveniently 
situated before the second outlet isolation valve.

The combined unit simplifies the maintenance for 
each individual apartment ensuring easy access, 
safety, comfort and minimum down time.

Pegler Valve     
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prefabricated POD applications
The Pegler ResiFlow valve can also be installed in 
a prefabricated unit and is located as the primary 
valve into the POD application. 

The Pegler ResiFlow RES1 version is a compact 
design with a 311mm measurement ensuring a 
direct fit into existing POD specifications

The ease of prefabricated POD applications 
ensures the Pegler ResiFlow valve is directly 
located within the individual apartment, allowing 
both tenant and facility manager access to meter 
readings and rapid access for isolation.

           Pegler Valve
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data

Pegler ResiFlow
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Pegler Valve     

applications

             potable water installations

Pegler ResiFlow valves are used in potable water applications and are 

suitable for domestic hot and drinking water, WRAS approved and UK 

Reg4 compliant.

RES1 Pegler ResiFlow valve

o-rings  EPDM (black)

max. temperature  4°C to 80°C

max. pressure  16 bar

RES2 Pegler ResiFlow valve

o-rings  EPDM (black)

max. temperature  4°C to 80°C

max. pressure  16 bar

14
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technical characteristics

Pegler ResiFlow RES1 and RES2
The Pegler ResiFlow is a Prefabricated Utility Array and its 
function is to maintain system operating requirements by 
pressure reduction and allow maintenance functionality with 
isolation and drain/fill point, with protection of backflow via a 
built in check valve complying with the requirements of Water 
Regulations and BS EN 806. 

The Pegler ResiFlow valve is WRAS and UK Reg4 approved, 
PN16 rated with CW511 and CC768S hygienic copper alloy 
material delivering flow conditions. 

markings
Marking on the valve body; Pressure rating (PN) and size (DN) 
flow direction. 

Marking on handle; open / close indicator. 
 
connections
The Pegler ResiFlow is available with 3 ⁄4” BSPF and 1” BSPF 
threaded connections and offer optional VSH Tectite and VSH 
XPress adapted connections. 

The inlet and outlet isolation stop valves shall offer flat faced 
unions to allow ease of maintenance to components within the 
valve body. 

functions
The stop valves incorporates a property identification label on 
the extended quarter turn T- handle which also allows for the 
purpose-built insulated jacket installation. 

The outlet stop valve and drain point is positioned after the 
water meter connection to comply with water authority 
metering policy. 

The water meter connection offers a Class D water meter female 
thread for direct installation of a concentric style Class D water 
meter where required. 

The PRV is “Creep-Free” in accordance with BS EN 1567 
maintaining the desired set pressure under dynamic and static 
conditions and shall be cartridge type for ease of maintenance, 
with a reduction rate of 5:1. 

The PRV includes an integral strainer for localised protection 
and is adjustable between 1.5 bar and 6 bar with a temperature 
rating of 80⁰C. 

The Pegler ResiFlow valves offer pressure gauges positioned 
before and after the PRV for measuring inlet and outlet 
pressures. 

The insulated jacket is of EPP material and is fully removable 
with and without a water meter fitted. 
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installation instruction

PEGLERPEGLER

PEGLERPEGLER

2. Ensure a minimum  
    distance of 70mm from  
    rear of valve to  
    mounting surface.

Pegler ResiFlow
Unpack the valve and check that the flow paths and valve 
threads are clean and free from debris. Check the body 
markings and nameplate, where fitted, to ensure that the 
correct valve has been selected for installation. 

Before valve installation the pipe work to which the valve is to 
be connected should be inspected for cleanliness and freedom 
from debris. The valve is marked with a directional flow arrow 
on the body. The valve will function correctly providing 
it is fitted so that the fluid transported follows the indicated 
flow direction. 

Pegler Valves are manufactured to exacting standards and, 
therefore, should not be subjected to misuse. The following 
should be avoided:
• careless handling of the valve 
• dirt and debris entering the valve through the end
   ports
• excessive force during assembly and operation

Confirm that the pipe threading length is correct to avoid 
excessive penetration of the pipe into the valve that would 
otherwise cause damage. 

Care should be taken to apply jointing compound to the pipe 
only and not in the valve threads. 

3. Screw pipe work to inlet  
    and outlet connections  
    using suitable thread  
    sealant.

PEGLER

PEGLER

4. Place rear insulation  
    piece on valve and  
    secure using the 2  
    Velcro straps.

PEGLER

PEGLER

PEGLER

PEGLER

5. Place front of the  
    insulation on unit to  
    complete installation

mounting

1. Ensure a minimum  
   distance of 130mm  
   between units.
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PEGLER

6. To install a meter to the  
    unit, remove the centre  
    insulation cap (marked  
    Pegler) and unscrew  
    the blanking cap using a  
    28mm flat face  
    spanner.

meter mounting

PEGLER

PEGLER

5
3
7

7. Screw the meter onto  
    the valve assembly  
    following the meter  
    manufacturers  
    installation guide.

PEGLER

PEGLER

8. To operate the inlet  
    and outlet valves  
    (RES2 version), rotate  
    the handles 90°, if fitted.

PEGLER

9. To adjust the PRV pull  
    the handle away from  
    the valve and twist  
    (this is best performed  
    under static conditions).

PEGLER

PEGLER

10. Confirm the correct  
      pressure setting using  
      the outlet pressure  
      gauge. 

PEGLER

PEGLER

5
3
7

11. Isolate inlet and outlet  
     valve and remove front  
     section of insulation.

servicing PRV

PEGLER

13. Unscrew prv using  
     27mm flat faced  
     spanner.

PEGLER

14. Pull PRV cartridge from  
      valve body.

15. Remove filter screen  
     and clean using a  
     suitable brush and  
     clean water and  
     replace.

  Reverse the process to  
     re install.

5
3
7

12. Insulation cover is  
     designed to be  
     removed even with  
     meter fitted.

operation
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Inlet

PEGLER

PEGLER

Outlet 16. Unscrew the union nuts  
     using a 27mm flat face  
     spanner.

servicing check valve

PEGLER

PEGLER

17. Remove the centre  
     assembly.

PEGLER

18. Using suitable pliers  
     remove the internal  
     spring clip.

19. Remove the check  
      valves from the centre  
      body and replace.

20. Connect hose to drain/ 
      dosing point on outlet  
      valve.

service drain / dose

21. Rotate valve spindle  
     anti-clockwise to start. 

22. Rotate valve spindle  
      clockwise to stop. 

15. Isolating the ball valves.

Inlet

PEGLER

PEGLER

Outlet
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how to use charts
performance
The Pegler ResiFlow valve is factory set to 3 bar outlet pressure 
which is standard for most properties and apartments and will 
protect downstream components from pressure surges. The 
Pegler ResiFlow valve features full bore DN25 isolation ball 
valves and an engineered waterway designed to provide the 
minimum resistance to flow.

The graph below indicates the maximum flow rate achievable 
through the Pegler ResiFlow valves when set to 3 bar and with 
an open outlet (shown both with and without a water meter 
fitted). The actual flow rate experienced by end users will be 
less than this, dependant on the resistance of the pipework, 
fittings, valves and outlet taps/showers fitted downstream of 
the Pegler ResiFlow valve.
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flow rate [l/min]

Pegler ResiFlow Valve - PRV Factory Set to 3 bar

100% open outlet - w/o water meter

100% open outlet - inc. water meter

Example of the flow rate through the Pegler ResiFlow valve outlet at these conditions, Flow rates will alter dependent on the point 
of use.
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product range

Pegler ResiFlow
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VY

M
1

M
2

M

U

slw2

slw1

l2
l1

z
1

z
2

DN2

DN1 E
Vh

slw3

V
l

RES1 ResiFlow valve
 prefabricated utility array

specifications      

 
•  all sizes rated PN16
•  low lead CW511 and CC768S
•  available in ¾” and 1” BSPF x BSPM threaded  
    connections
•  isolation valve including extended handle 
•  integrated PRV cartridge up to 6 bar with an integral  
    strainer 
•  PRV max temperature 80⁰ C includes “Creep free”  
    pressure stability
•  capped water meter connection 
•  direct fitting concentric style class D water meter
•  individual pressure gauges for clear and obvious  
    readings
•  custom moulded EPP insulation (BS EN 13501-1)
•  WRAS and UK Reg4 approved

dimension code weight (kg) DN1 DN2 E l1 l2 M/M1 M2 slw1 slw2 slw3 U V Vh VI Y z1 z2

¾” x 1” 5A3001 2.03 ¾” 1” 25 155 163 28 42 40 37 28 64 32 123 329 50 131 150

1” x 1” 5A3002 1.96 1” 1” 25 150 163 28 42 40 37 28 64 32 123 324 50 131 150

dimension test pressure shell test pressure seat

¾” x 1” 24.0 17.6

1” x 1” 24.0 17.6

maximum pressure (bar)

1

3

5

6

6

7

2

8

4

no. component material

1 body lead free copper silicon  alloy 
CC768S*

2 inlet valve DZR brass, CW511L

3 prv cartridge POM

4 check valve POM

5 strainer stainless steel

6 o-rings EPDM

7 union seals Fibre reinforced gasket

8 insulation EPP (expanded Polypropylene foam)

  all sizes SEP

pressure equipment directive category

* equivalent to C87850 (silicon bronzes, silicon brasses)
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flow rate [l/min]

Pegler ResiFlow Valve - PRV Factory Set to 3 bar

100% open outlet - w/o water meter

100% open outlet - inc. water meter

fully open (l/min)

inlet pressure in bar without meter with meter

1 48.0 43.7

1.5 54.0 51.2

2 60.0 56.8

2.5 66.0 62.4

3 68.6 65.4

3.5 70.0 68.0

4 71.6 69.0

4.5 71.6 69.2

5 71.7 70.7

5.5 71.3 70.7

6 71.3 70.7

Example of the flow rate through the Pegler ResiFlow valve outlet at these conditions, Flow rates will alter dependent on the point 
of use.

Water meter cartridge - Class D Sensus 640
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RES2 ResiFlow valve 
 prefabricated utility array

  all sizes SEP

pressure equipment directive category

VY

M
1

M
2

M
1

M
2

U

slw3

slw4

slw5

slw1

slw2

l2
l1

z
1

z
2

DN2 l3

V
l

VhDN1 E

M

1

4

6

7

7
8

3

7

7

8

2

9

5

dimension code weight (kg) DN1 DN2 E l1 l2 l3 M/M1 M2 slw1/slw2 slw3/slw4 slw5 U V Vh VI Y z1 z2

¾” x ¾” 5A3021 2.82 ¾” ¾” 25 155 257 77 28 42 40 37 28 64 32 123 413 50 131 225

1” x 1” 5A3022 2.69 1” 1” 25 150 252 77 28 42 40 37 28 64 32 123 403 50 131 225

no. component material

1 body lead free copper silicon  alloy 
CC768S*

2 inlet valve DZR brass, CW511L

3 prv cartridge POM

4 check valve POM

5 strainer stainless steel

6 o-rings EPDM

7 union seals Fibre reinforced gasket

8 insulation EPP (expanded Polypropylene foam)

dimension test pressure shell test pressure seat

¾” x ¾” 24.0 17.6

1” x 1” 24.0 17.6

maximum pressure (bar)

specifications 

 
•  all sizes rated PN16
•  low lead CW511 and CC768S
•  available in threaded (female) - 3/4” to 1” (ISO 228/1) G
•  isolation valve including extended handle 
•  integrated PRV cartridge up to 6 bar with an integral  
    strainer 
•  PRV max temperature 80⁰ C includes “Creep free”  
    pressure stability
•  capped water meter connection 
•  direct fitting concentric style class D water meter
•  individual pressure gauges for clear and obvious  
    readings
•  custom moulded EPP insulation (BS EN 13501-1)
•  WRAS and UK Reg4 approved 

* equivalent to C87850 (silicon bronzes, silicon brasses)
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Pegler ResiFlow Valve - PRV Factory Set to 3 bar

100% open outlet - w/o water meter

100% open outlet - inc. water meter

Water meter cartridge - Class D Sensus 640

Example of the flow rate through the Pegler ResiFlow valve outlet at these conditions, Flow rates will alter dependent on the point 
of use.

fully open (l/min)

inlet pressure in bar without meter with meter

1 48.0 43.7

1.5 54.0 51.2

2 60.0 56.8

2.5 66.0 62.4

3 68.6 65.4

3.5 70.0 68.0

4 71.6 69.0

4.5 71.6 69.2

5 71.7 70.7

5.5 71.3 70.7

6 71.3 70.7
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Pegler ResiFlow
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Pegler Valve tools and accessories 
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RSAD     ResiFlow A class adapter 
                (for Pegler RES1 and RES2)

dimension code

¾” - 1” 5A3033

RSTH     ResiFlow T handle 
               (for Pegler RES1 and RES2)

dimension code

¾” - 1” 5A3034

RSCART     ResiFlow cartridge PRV 
                (for Pegler RES1 and RES2)

dimension code

¾” - 1” 5A3035

RSCHK     ResiFlow check valve insert 
                (for Pegler RES1 and RES2)

dimension code

¾” - 1” 5A3036

RSUNSL     ResiFlow union seals 
                (for Pegler RES1 and RES2)

dimension code

¾” - 1” 5A3037
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disclaimer:
The technical data are non-binding and do not reflect the warranted characteristics of the products. They are subject to change. Please consult our General Terms and
Conditions. Additional information is available upon request. It is the designer’s responsibility to select products suitable for the intended purpose and to ensure that pressure
ratings and performance data are not exceeded. The installation instructions should always be read and followed. The system must always be depressurised and drained before
any components, whether defective or otherwise, are removed, modified or corrected.
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more information?
 

For a complete and up-to-date product range and our 
additional services, visit: www.pegler.co.uk

Would you like to make an appointment to meet an account 
manager in your region or receive advice and support from 
one of our experts? Please contact:

Aalberts Integrated Piping Systems Ltd
tel:  +44 (0) 1302 560 560
email:  info.uk@aalberts-ips.com
www.pegler.co.uk

All brand names and logo styles are registered trademarks. 

Maintaining a policy in this publication without prior notice. 

Lit ref: 880226.11.21


